TCT Workflow

Identify TCT medications

Rx Refill?

Yes

Rx Refill?

No

Any therapy changes?

Yes

Rx Exclusion?

• Compound
• Controlled?

No

No

Yes

Process/ Bill Rx/ DUR by RPh

Filling Station

Fill Rx (*blue basket)

Technician Checking Station

Verify Rx by CHECKING TECHNICIAN

Pick-up Window

Patient leaves with Rx

Pharmacist Consult

Yes

Patient questions?

No

Barcode scanning

*Image verification

Fill Rx (*red basket)

Pharmacist Checking Station

Verify Rx/DUR by PHARMACIST

Pick-up Window

Patients drops-off or phones-in Rx

Traditional Workflow

Process/ Bill Rx/ DUR by RPh

Filling Station

*Insert technology used in your pharmacy.

Fill in Rx exclusions customized to your pharmacy.

*Do you want all TCT meds to have a pharmacy consult? If so, remove this step.
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